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This paper deals with the investigation of some properties of h-topologies in 
a given additive group G. These topologies fulfil conditions which are similar to 
those of topologies of topological groups G (see [2]). First, the properties of their 
bases about zero (i.e. their complete systems of neighbourhoods of zero), the lattice 
structure of the set of all h-topologies in G and a form of a low (an upper) h-modi-
fixation of a given topology in G are described here. 
Further, the investigation of the h-modifications of a given topology T in the set G 
enables us to describe better the least upper (the greatest low) bound of the topology x 
in a set of all topologies of topological groups G with another topological property 
respectively (see [1]). 
By a topology there is meant topology in Bourbaki's sense in this paper. Without 
loss of generality we admit only open neighbourhoods. 
Definition. Let G be an additive group. A topology in G in which mappings x + a, 
a + x, —x are homeomorphisms of G into itself for any ae G is called an h-topology 
in the group G. Furthermore, let us denote by © (W) the system of all h-topologies 
in G (the set of all topologies in G). 
The next propositions follow from properties of homeomorphisms and from 
characteristics of complete systems of neighbourhoods: 
1.1. Let T be a topology in a group G, F* be a system of all neighbourhoods of an 
element x e G in the topology T. Then T is an h-topology in G if and only if for 
any a, b e G it holds: 
1. r* = r* - a + b = b - a + F*, 
2. F* = - F * . 
1.2. Let F be a basis about zero in an h-topology T in a group G. It holds: 
1. For any UeT, aeG there exist neighbourhoods Vx, V2, V3eF such that 
£ / + a Z ? a + V l 5 a + U 3 V2+a, - U - 3 V3. 
2. If there exists xeG such that x e (U + a) n (V + b) or x e (a + U) n (V + b) 
or xe(a + £/) n (b + V) respectively, where U, VeT, a, beG are arbitrary ele-
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ments, then there exists a neighbourhood WeF with the property W + x c= 
c (U + a) n (V + b) or W + x c (a + U) n (V + b) or W + x c= (a + U) n 
n (b + V) respectively. 
1.3. If t is an h-topology in a group G with a basis F about zero and if M cz G 
is a dense set in G, then the system I = {U + x:UeF, xe M} is a basis of the 
topological space G with the topology t. 
Remark. By 1.3. an h-topology (p in the group G is uniquely defined by any 
complete system F of neighbourhoods of zero. We denote this fact by cp = i(F). 
1.4. Theorem. Let G be a group, F a system of subsets in G containing zero, and 
let F fulfil the next conditions: 
1. The intersection of any two elements of F contains some element of F. 
2. For any UeF, geG there exist Vx, V2, V3 e F such that Vx + g cz g + U, 
g + V2 c U + g9 - V3 c= U. 
3. If there exists x e G such that xe(U + a) n (V + b) or xe(a + U) n (V + b) 
or x e (a + U) n (b + V) respectively, where U, Ve F, a, be G are arbitrary elements, 
then a neighbourhood WeF exists such that W + x c= (U + a) n (V + b) or 
W + x c= (a + U) n (V + b) or W + x c= (a + U) n (b + V) respectively. 
Then there exists precisely one h-topology in G in which F can be taken as a basis 
about zero. 
Proof. If there exists some h-topology in G with a basis F about zero, then by 1.3. 
Z = {U + g : g e G, Ue T} is its complete system of neighbourhoods. We shall 
show that I can be taken as a basis of some topology in G and the topology thus 
obtained is an h-topology in G uniquely defined by means of the complete system F 
of neighbourhoods of zero. 
Let x e G be an element such that x e (U + a) n (V + b), where U, V e F, a, b e G. 
The system F fulfils the condition 3. and therefore there exists WeF such that 
W + x c= (U + a) n (V + b). Hence 2 is a basis of some topology cp in the set G. 
Now let us show the topology cp is an h-topology in G. Let x, yeG and let Ube an 
open set in cp containing x. Then Ux e F exists such that Ut + x cz U. It holds 
U1+x=U1+j> — y + % •= Vx — j + xc=U, where Vt is a neighbourhood 
of y. Further U2 e F exists with the property U=D Ux + x => x + U2 = x — y + 
+ y + U2 = x — y + V2, where V2 is a neighbourhood of y. If U' is an open set 
in the topology cp containing — x, then U[ e F exists such that U' :=> U[ — x. More-
over, there exist elements U2, U3' e F such that — U2 c= U[, U3 + x cz x + U2. 
Altogether U' =D U[ - x z> - U2 - x = - ( x + U2) :=> -(U3 + x) = - V, where 
V is a neighbourhood of x. As the previous inclusions are valid for every x, yeG, 
the mappings x + c, c + x and — x are homeomorphisms of the topological space G 
(with the topology <p) into itself for any c e G, and hence cp is an h-topology in G. 
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Finally, we shall prove that the system F is a basis about zero in <p. Let W be an 
open set in cp containing zero. According to properties of X there exist U e F, a e G 
such that Oe U 4- a c W, and by the condition 3. there exists VeF such that 
V = y + 0 c U' n (U + a) c W, where U' e F is an arbitrary element. Hence F 
is a complete system of neighbourhoods of zero in the h-topology <p in G. As the 
system I can be taken as a basis of the topology T(F), then q> = T(F), i.e. the h-topo-
logy T(F) is unique. 
Definition. Let xl9 T2 be topologies in the set G. We say that xx is stronger 
than T2 (T2 is weaker than Tt) if the identical mapping Gx -* G2, where Gf is the 
set G with the topology xt, i = 1, 2, is continuous. 
1.5. Let G be a group and let T(Fj), T(F2) be h-topologies in G. Then the following 
statements are equivalent: 
1. T(Fj) is weaker than T(F2). 
2. For every Uef, there exists a neighbourhood V e F2 such that V c U, 
3. If F* indicates the system of all neighbourhoods of zero in T(F,), i = 1,2, 
then F* c F*. 
Proof follows from the properties of comparable topologies. 
1.6. Theorem. If G is a group, then the set 93 of all h-topologies in G is a complete 
lattice. 
Proof. Let A = {T,: e 93 : ieI} and let Ff be the system of all neighbourhoods 
of zero in xi9 i e I. Let us denote by Q the set { ft U
l!: U1 e Ff, card { i e I : U1' ^ G} < 
< K0}. Since 1.2. holds for every system Ff, ieI, the conditions of Theorem 1.4. 
are valid for Q, hence T(Q) is an h-topology in G. We shall prove that T(Q) is the least 
upper bound of the set A in the system 93. From the definition of Q it follows Ff c Q, 
i e I, and by 1.5. x{ = T ( 0 , ieI, holds. Let (pe?8 be an h-topology with the property 
xt = <p, ieI, and let I? be some basis about zero in cp with the property R 3 F*, 
i e I. Any finite intersection of elements of U Ff c Q contains some element from R, 
i e I 
thus <p _ T ( 0 (see 1.5.). The system Q is defined uniquely, hence x(Q) is the least 
upper bound of A in 93. The topology T({G}) is clearly the weakest element of 93 
in G, i.e. © is a complete lattice. 
Definition. Let G be a group, 93 a system of all h-topologies in G, x a topology in 
the set G. We say that a topology T* is an upper h-modification of the topology x if xh is 
the weakest element of the set Ch = {<p e 93 : cp = T}. We call xh a low h-modification 
of the topology x if xh is the strongest topology in the set B\ = {<p e © : cp = T}. 
Definition. Let G be a group, x a topology in the set G. Let A*^ denote the 
system of all neighbourhoods of an element geG and let he G be an arbitrary 
element. We define: 
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Mx(x,g,h) = {-h + Uд-g + h: Uдe A*ÿ}, 
Mг(x, g,h) = {h~g+Ug-h:Ug_ Д*„}, 
M3(x, g,h) = {-h-U_g-g + h:U_g_ Д* _ g ) , 
MA(x, g,h) = {h~g- U_g-h: U_g є Д* _,}. 
1.7. Lemma. Let G be a group, cp be an h-topology in G, T be a topology in the 
set G. Let F* be the system of all neighbourhoods of zero in the topology q>. It holds: 
1. q>S*or* cz 0 n f]Mj(T,g,h). 
geGheGj=l 
4 
2. Cp £ T O F * D U U U M,(T,£,h). 
geGheG j - l 
Proof. Let us denote by rg(Ag) the system of all neighbourhoods of g e G in the 
topology <P(T). 
=> : If cp ^ T, then Tg c A .̂, g e G. From 1.1. it follows for any g e G : 
rg = r o + g => ^o c \ - g, 
-T-, = - r , = - (F 0 + g) = - g - F0<=> -g - F0 c A_^ => 
=>F0c: -A_g-g. 
Similarly it holds F0 <zz —g + A^, F0 <= —g — A__. 
Now let us choose a fixed element g e G . From 1.1. it follows for every h e G: 
Fg = Ffc-h4-g=>Ffcc:Ag-g-r-h=>F0c: _ / j + A „ - g + h = 
= M l vr, g, h), 
- F _ , = rg = rh-h +g=>rh cz -A_g-g + h=> 
=> F0 c= -h-A_g-g + h = M 3 ( T , g, h). 
Similarly it holds: F0 cz h — g — A_g — h = M 4 ( T , g,h), 
r0 a h - g + Ag - h = M 2 (T , g, h). 
By the inclusions above it is clear that the first proposition of this theorem is valid. 
The second relation can be proved quite analogously. 
4 
«-- : If F0 c f| n n Mj(x, g, h), then F0 c M,(x, g, 0) = {U - g : UeAg) for 
geGheGj=*l 
every g e G . Hence Tg c Ag, i.e. cp <£ T. The proof of the second assertion is 
analogous. 
1.8. Theorem. If G is a group and T a topology in the set G, then the low h-modi-
fication xh of the topology x exists and xh = V_OI#T — V©^T holds. 
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Proof. Let us denote by E(x) the set f) 0 C\ Mj(x9 g9 h), and by F* g the system 
geQheG j=l 
of all neighbourhoods of an element g e G in a topology cp. Let cp be an h-topology 
in G. Then by 1.7. the relation cp g T holds if and only if F* 0 cz E(x). Instead of 
the system F* 0 in the last inclusion there may equivalently stay any complete system 
of neighbourhoods of zero in the topology cp. 
Now let Bh = {q>i e 93 : . / € / } . Let us write for brevity Ff instead of F*l%0. By the 
proof of Theorem 1.6. the system Q = { f) Ul : U* e Ff, card {i e / : U
l ¥= G} < K0} 
iel 
is a basis about zero in the h-topology T(Q) in G and x(Q) is the least upper bound 
in 93 of the set Bh. Hence rt S x(Q)9 iel. Furthermore, Ff c K(f) for any iel. 
As any finite intersection of elements of Mfx9 g9 h) belongs to the same set for arbi-
trary g, h e G,je {1, 2, 3, 4}, then also E(x) has this property. Hence Q c E(x), i.e. 
T(Q) ^ T. Thus it holds xh = T(Q) = V%B
h. 
Finally, when we prove x(Q) S a for any a e9M such that (pt = a, iel, we shall 
show xh = T(Q) = \/%B
h = VmB
h. So let <pt ^ a, iel. Then for arbitrary element 
iel, geG there holds r * , 3 r*,lf, = F*f,0 + g, and thus F*, 3 ( U A) + g. 
i e / 
Hence F* tf => Q + g for every g e G . However Q + g is the complete system of 
neighbourhoods of the element g in the topology x(Q), thus x(Q) =" a. 
1.9. Theorem. Let G be a group, x be a topology in the set G. Then the upper 
h-modification xh of the topology T exists and there holds xh = ^<^Ch = A^C?-
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Proof. Let us denote by D'(T) the system U U U Mj(x,g,h), and by r*t9 the 
geGheGj=l 
set of all neighbourhoods of an element g e G in the topology cp. Then for an 
h-topology ( p e S the inequality cp *> x holds if and only if r*0 3 D'(t). Thus 
the set Ch is described. 
Let Ch = {(^ e 93 : / e /} and let us write for brevity Ff instead of F*f,0- By the 
properties of the systems Ft, /* e / , the set P = f) A fulfils the conditions of Theorem 
iel 
1.4. Obviously, the topology T(P) is the greatest low bound in 93 of the topologies 
cpi, i e I. Namely, if T(S) e 93, T(S) g cpt for any / e /, then by 1.5. there holds S c: 
c: f| rt = P, i.e. T(S) S x(P). Since the system P is determined uniquely, the assertion 
lei 
above holds. Moreover, P is the set of all neighbourhoods of zero in the topology 
T(P). Since cpt = x, iel, then Ff 3 D'(T), iel, and thus P = f] Ff 3 D'(t), i.e. 
i e / 
x(P) = T. Hence x
h = T(P) = /\%Ch 
Finally we prove that for any topology a e$R such that a _̂  cpi9 iel, there holds 
a g T(P). Let a be a topology with those properties. Then F* g c F*. g = F*. 0 + 
+ g = A + £> where ie I9g e G are arbitrary elements. Hence F* 0 cz (fl Ff) + g = 
ř є J 
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— P + g, where g e G is an arbitrary element. Since P 4- g is a basis about g in the 
topology T(P), then a <* T(P) and we have shown A©C? = A ^ t • 
1.10. Corollary. The complete lattice 93 of all h-topologies in a group G is a closed 
sublattice in 9M. 
Proof. Let A c 93 be an arbitrary set. If we denote by B the set {T e 93: T _ VSH-4}, 
then A c 5 c 93 and V ^ ^ = V«-4. Hence V B ^ = V«*4 = V ^ £ = V B # = V B ^ 
(see 1.8.), i.e. V ^ = \/%A, thus 23 is a closed upper sublasttice in 9ft. In the same 
way (see 1.9.) we can prove that © is a low sublattice in 9ft, hence 23 is a closed 
sublattice in 9ft. 
1.11. Let G be a group, T a topology in the set G. Let us denote by D(T) the 
least system fulfilling the conditions of Theorem 1.4. and containing the set 
4 
U U U ^0(T> 8> h). Then the upper h-modification Th of the topology T is an 
g€Gh^G j - i 
h-topology in G which is determined by the basis D(T) about zero. 
Proof. Making use of the notation in the proof of Theorem 1.9. P is the set of 
all neighbourhoods of zero in the h-topology T(P) = AsC*, ^us P 3 D'(T). Accord-
ing to its definition D(T) is a complete system of neighbourhoods of zero in some 
h-topology T(D(r)). Since D(T) => D'(T), then T(D(T)) = T (see 1.7.) and T(D(T)) e C
h
x. 
But P 3 D(T), T(P) = A»Ct > thus T(P) = T(D(T)). 
1.12. Theorem. Let G be a group, T be a topology in the set G. If we denote by 
4 
1T(T) the system 0 ( 1 0 ^0(T> & *), then the low h-modification Th of the topolgy T 
geGhGGj*=l 
is an h-topology in G which is determined by the basis F(T) about zero. 
Proof. Making use of the notation in the proof of Theorem 1.9. the set Q is a 
basis about zero in the h-topology T(Q) = V^^J in G and Q c E(T) holds. We shall 
show that E(T) satisfies the conditions of Theorem 1.4. 
Let U, VeE(T) be arbitrary elements. Then U, V e Mfr, g, h) for any g,heG,je 
e {1, 2, 3, 4}. Let g, h e G be arbitrary fixed elements and let j = 1. Then U = —h + 
+ U9- g + h, V = -h + Vg- g + h, where Uq, Vg belong to r * , (see 1.9.). 
Evidently —h + (Ug n Vg) — g + h — U n Ve Mx(r, g, h) and similarly for j = 
= 2, 3, 4. Now let U e E(T), xeG. Put j = 1 and denote by E}(T) the system 
f| f l Mfag9h). Obviously UeEt(T) and for any h, geG (7= -h + Ug - g + h 
geGheG 
holds. Thus U+x^x-x-h+Ug-g + h + x = x-h' + Ug-g + h' = 
= x + U, where h' = h + x. Similarly fory = 2, 3, 4. 
Further, we can express the element U e E(T) in the form of each the set MJ(T, g, h), 
where g,heG, je {1, 2, 3, 4}. It holds U=-h+Ug-g + h~ -[(-h) -
— (—g) — U-(-g) — (—A) = — £/', where £/' is an expression of U in the form of 
MA(T, -g, -h). 
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Let U' G £(T) , g e G be arbitrary elements. Then U' + g = g + U' are neigh-
bourhoods of g in T such that — U' = U'. Now let U, VeK(T), a, b e G be arbitrary 
elements. Hence (U + a) n (V + b) = (a + U) n (V + b) = (a + U) n (b + V) 
are open sets in T. Let x e (U + a) n (V + b). Then W = (U + a — x) n 
n ( V + b — x)isa neighbourhood of zero in T. According to properties of U, Ve 
e E(T) it is —W= W and, moreover, W + g = g + W = g — W = —W + g&re 
neighbourhoods of g in T, where g e G is an arbitrary element. Therefore Wg = 
= A + W~A+g=g-A+ W+h=g-h- W + h = h - W-A+gisa 
neighbourhood of a fixed element g e G for every A e G. Hence We E(T) such that 
IV + x = (U + a) n (V + b). In the whole E(T) fulfils the conditions of Theorem 1.4. 
and it is a basis about zero in some h-topology T(F(T)) in G. 
Further, by 1.7. T(E(T)) g T, i.e. T(E(T)) e Bh. Since Q <= K(T) and T(Q) = V©£T\ 
then T(Q) = T(E(T)). Thus the low h-modification Th of the topology T is the h-topology 
in G determined by the basis E(x) about zero. £ ( T ) is evidently the system of all 
neighbourhoods of zero inrA . 
Let G be a group, T a topology in the set G. Let us denote by © the set of all 
topologies of topological groups G. Let a topology cp e © be called a g-topology. 
Evidently, every g-topology in G is an h-topology simultaneously, i.e. © c: 93. 
Now we define the g-modifications of the topology T: A topology t0 (rg) is called 
tAe upper (low) g-modification of the topology T if it is the weakest (strongest) element 
in the system of all g-topologies which are stronger (weaker) than the given topology T. 
Let x denote a topological property, Xthe set of all g-topologies with the property x 
in G. Let us denote by Cx (Bx) the set {<p e X : cp = T} ({cp e X: cp = T}), and by T*(TX) 
the weakest (strongest) element of the set Cx(Bx) provided that they exist. 
Further, let us denote by infxC
x the strongest element of the set Jx = {cp e X: 
: cp <; ij/for any \j/ e Cx}, and by supxB
x the weakest element of the set Lx = {q> e X : 
: (p _• \j/ for any \j/ e Bx}9 provided that J
x # <£, Lx ^ 0 and provided that those 
elements exist. 
The following assertions are valid: 
2.1. If there exists one of topologies T*, (TH)X or TX, (Th)x respectively, then the 
second topology exists and it holds TX = (Th)x or TX = (Th)x respectively. Especially, 
Tg = (Th)g (these topologies exist in any case), and if there exists either T9 or (TH)9, 
then also the second topology exists and T9 = (TH)9. 
2.2. Following statements are equivalent: 
1. TX exists. 
2. infx C
x
 = T. 
3. infx C
x = A^CX. 
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The dual assertion holds for the topology xx. 




X), if X forms a low 
(upper) lattice. 
2.3. The topology xx (xx) exists for any x e 9W for which C
x 7- # (Bx 7- <P\ if and 
only if the system X forms a closed low (upper) sublattice in 93. 
So, the describing of properties of a basis about zero in an h-topology in G 
enables us to investigate on what conditions the g-modifications of a given topology 
in the set G would be connected, compact, Hausdorff, etc. 
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